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Disclaimer
Copyright of information contained in this document is owned by Consolidated
Infrastructure Group Limited (“CIG”). You may use this information and reproduce it in hard
copy for your own personal reference use only. The information may not otherwise be
reproduced, distributed or transmitted to any other person or incorporated in any way into
another document or other material without the prior written permission of CIG.
Information in this document is given by us in good faith and has been taken from sources
believed to be reliable. We make no representations that the information contained in this
document inaccurate, complete or fair and no reliance should be placed on it for any
purpose whatsoever.

The information contained herein is not intended to serve as financial or other advice. CIG
shall not be liable for any loss or damage suffered by any person or company using or
relying on any information and/or opinions contained herein.
CIG does not make any representation regarding any other sources, which may be
referenced in this document and accordingly accepts no responsibility for the content or
use of such sources or information contained therein. CIG shall not be liable to any party for
any form of loss or damage incurred as a result of any use or reliance on any information
contained in such sources or any sources which can be accessed through this document
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Despite market shocks, revenue and EBITDA
up with PAT down slightly. Future is bright
• CIG delivered solid results despite global volatility and poor fundamentals in key economies across SSA
‒ Revenues (R2.7 billion) and EBITDA (R330 million) are up 28% and 20%, respectively
‒ PAT (R203 million) and HEPS (111 cps) down 3 and 18%, respectively as AES impacted by market slump
‒ CIG reduced cost of capital (13.3% from 13.3%), improved ROIC (17.1% from 15.7%)
• Management has continued to strategically reposition the group for the future with 65% of profit
coming outside of SA
‒ Group set growth strategy 5 years ago focused on international sales/regionalization, diversification
and reduced concentration risks
‒ While the group has successfully executed its strategy, the previous strategy was re-evaluated
‒ Group directors and key management reaffirmed the African infrastructure gap remains an attractive
opportunity over the medium- to long-term
‒ The refined growth strategy to include bigger focus on capital efficiency and collaboration among
subsidiaries to provide leading solutions to clients
• Management aims to double the size of the company over the next 3 – 5 years while growing HEPS with
returns exceeding our cost of capital
‒ Significant growth in the CIG orderbook (+21%) and pipeline (2x+) give room for optimism
‒ Management will continue to avoid short term thinking in order to build a company benefitting our
shareholders over the medium- to long-term
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Global uncertainty, unprecedented in
modern times as it relates to Africa
Commodity
downturn has
impacted African
economies
Extreme
uncertainty in US
policy making
having global
impact

Brexit, EU elections
threatens one of
Africa’s largest
trading partners

Any Chinese
softening could
have significant
impact on SSA
development
Rise of Iran,
insurrection
impacting Middle
East

Oil supply/demand
curve, coordination
add to pricing
volatility,
stabilizing?

Debt, elections
increasing
instability

We believe unprecedented
volatility presents
unprecedented opportunities for
the group!!
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Focus on Big 5+1 hampered by struggles in
key economies…diversification is key
Regional Strategy and Approach
South & Central
• South Africa: Downgrade, political uncertainty impacting prospects,
low growth, project delays

• Angola: Lack of investment due to state of O&G sector. Upcoming
elections add policy uncertainty. Likely 12 – 18 months until
stability
West Africa

• Nigeria: Political stagnation, underperforming O&G and power
sectors. Forex and liquidity issues impacting investment

• Ghana: Post-election transition relatively smooth. Still some ways to
go but seeing real “green shoots”
East Africa

• East Africa: Despite political concerns, region growing and
coordinating well
Middle East

• Saudi Arabia and the Middle East: Key focus for CONCO. Region
diversifying
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CIG management has been able to deal with
the challenges
Key Africa economies mixed
• SA no longer a “safe haven”
• Angola in prolonged slump
• Nigeria, Ghana stabilizing
• Other countries performing
Global
macroeconomics
• Oil price slump,
volatility
• Volatility of
emerging market
currencies

CIG management…
• Focus, refine strategy
based on changing world,
grow quality earnings

Human capital
• Growing sound
technical
management to
executives
• Skills shortage
• Rigid labor
markets

Funding on continent
• Caution on “Africa risks”
leads to high cost of capital
• Need to be creative in order
to fund opportunities
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Key sectors require infrastructure support
Manufacturing
whether growing or not
Housing
Transport
Rail
Mining
Products
• Aggregates, bricks
• Meters (cash collection)
• Energy

Water

Oil & Gas

Services
• Engineering
• Construction
• Operations, Maintenance
• Waste management
• Logistics

Utilities

IPPs

Telecom
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What are your keys to managing uncertainty?
Pay attention to the things that matter
Strategic enablers: CIG approach to managing key uncertainties

De-centralized group,
hire operators as execs
Identify and grow with
great local partners

Build a strong culture
Diversify region, sector

Prioritize human
capital development

Increase annuity income,
weather the storm

focus

Welcome change, innovation

Think bold, strategic,
forward looking; then
execute growth
strategy with focus
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Refined strategy counters uncertainty
with focus, nuance
CIG Strategic Objectives

• Accelerate growth by applying strategic, operational and financial

Strategic growth of
divisions

levers to navigate market conditions and outperform competition
̶ Deeper regional integration, diversification and market focus
̶ Look for intra-group synergies
̶ Get ahead of and manage market uncertainty
̶ Improve communication and execution

• Seek and acquire infrastructure companies and projects which can

Transformative
investments

significantly enhance the value of the group, strategically and
financially
̶ Integrate subsidiaries, set strategic direction
̶ Identify and implement innovative, high ROI investment
opportunities
̶ Establish CIG as a leading global infra-focused firm

• Build a group support structure which extends reach, adds

Formation of Pan-African
growth engine

management capacity to subsidiaries and properly “corporatizes”
new investments; making the whole greater than the sum of its
parts
̶ Align targets with long-term shareholder interests (Growth, ROI)
̶ Implement distinctive human capital management
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̶ Optimize capital structure, group structure and performance

3 Divisions managing volatility, while O&G feeling
impact of a slumping market
Overview of CIG Divisions
1 Power

2
Market: Power sector in Sub-Saharan
Africa sustaining momentum due to
developmental impact

2 Building Materials

2
Market: SA market continues
consolidation, stagnant growth overall
although seeing pockets of growth

Assessment:
• Ex-SA lucrative for experienced firms with track
records such as CONCO, Conlog
• CONCO, ES, CPM negatively impacted by SA
exposure (RE, politics)
• CIGenCo commissioning first plant by Sep
• Synergies across Division presenting advantages

Assessment:
• Market resilient despite SA political uncertainty
• Outmaneuvering competitors though shrewd
operational decision making
• Acquisition opportunities remain elusive

3 Oil & Gas Waste Management

4 Rail

2
Market: Reduced exploration activity has
weakened market. Likely pickup in
activity going into the second half of 2018

Assessment:
• Government supported off-shoring of contracts has
allowed for supplier payments, liquidity
• No backlog of international payments
• Increased cash receipts for CIG
• Management implementing steep cost cuts

2
Market: Slight pickup in rail construction
across SSA. SA remains weak due to
political uncertainty, delayed capital plans

Assessment:
• Aggressively seeking alternative offerings,
international opportunities. Still early days
• Internal initiatives to increase efficiency, expertise
starting to pay off
• Mid-way through a 5-year transformation
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Despite volatility, revenue (28%), EBITDA
(20%) up, PAT down slightly (3%)

Interim results
Full Year results

2015 – 2017 Interim Revenue
ZAR MM
4,532
3,604
2,699
2,101
1,663

2015 – 2017 Interim PAT
ZAR MM
393
331
+28%

164

209

203

0

2015

2016

-3%
0

2017

2015

2016

2017

SA RE delays impacted revenue by 1.7B
out of 2.3B in the orderbook, Int’l
continues to show promise

AES down 47% Y-on-Y, strong Rand
impacted growth of Int’l results due to
translation

2015 – 2017 Interim EBITDA
ZAR MM
476
414
328
274
206

2015 – 2017 Interim HEPS
ZAR cps
255
221
+20%

110

136

0

2015

2016

2017

EBITDA up due to positive impact of
Conlog (4 months)

111

-18%
0

2015

2016

2017

Affected by AES results impact on profit
after tax (PAT)
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Power comprises largest share of results
2017 Breakdown of interim results by Division
2017 Interim Revenue
ZAR Billions
2.70
2.30

N/A
Total Power O & G
Share of revenue(%)
FY17
85
-FY16
84
--

2017 Interim EBITDA
ZAR Millions
328
275

0.25

BM
9
11

0.15

38

18

-2

Rail Corporate
6
5

---

2017 Interim PAT
ZAR Millions
203
124

Total Power O & G
Share of EBITDA (%)
FY17
82
-FY16
80
--

BM
11
13

Rail Corporate
5
6

2
1

• Power increased share of PAT (61%) due to
33

Total Power
Share of PAT(%)
FY17
61
FY16
50

0

N/A

16

10

O&G

BM

Rail Corporate

16
30

8
7

5
4

20

10
9

•
•

declines in O&G division and impact of
Conlog
Management focused on diversification.
Impact can be seen within the Power
Division
Management expects Power to continue
gaining share versus other divisions
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Improvements in ROIC and CFROI
demonstrate focus on efficiency is working
2015 – 2016 CIG ROIC and CFROI
%
17.5
17.0

17.1
16.8

ROIC

• CIG improved ROIC, CFROI over
last 6 months

16.5
16.0

• WACC reduced from 13.7% to
13.3%

15.7

15.5

• ROIC gap on WACC increased from
2% to 3.8%. 90% improvement

15.0
14.5
14.0

13.7

13.5

13.0

13.3

WACC
CFROI
13.1 (ex-cash)

12.9

12.5

• CONCO (ROIC – 17.4%), AES
(CFROI – 21.8%), delivering stellar
returns despite market turbulence

12.0

11.5

11.3

0.0
2015
Source: David Holland Consulting

11.2
2016

• Group companies beginning
process of incorporating ROIC,
CFROI. Developing initiatives for
improvement

2017 Int.
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Regional, sector, sub-sector diversity
remains core to strategy
Management believes it is not sustainable to focus solely on SA, a low growth environment, while….
2013FY – 2017 Interim PAT: SA vs ex-SA
RMM, %
172
SA

ex-SA

258

331

393

203

44%

46%

32%

35%

56%

54%

68%

65%

2014

2015

2016 2017 Int.

100%

78%
22%

2013

• Increasing ex-SA business
• SA a low growth environment
• SA growth requires pocket growth, market
•
•

•
•

share gains
Real growth opportunities outside of SA
Beat 2015 goal for ex-SA (65%+ of PAT) by
2018
65% in 2016, AES negative results changed
mix
Expect growing ex-SA business

…sector (and sub-sector) diversification allows us to capitalize on significant growth in SSA infrastructure

• Managing volatility via exposure to multiple
•
•
•

sectors
Power stable, prominent versus others
Power big enough to split into sub-sectors as
generation, transmission and distribution
prosper
Other infra sectors will prosper in Africa

2016 – 2017 Interim PAT: Sector split
RMM

O&G

Rail

Power

BM

209
19

9

Corporate

203
14

20

10

62
105

33
124

2016

2017

16
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CIG offerings span power value chain
Distribution

Conlog: Provides
smart meter
solutions for
utilities

Transmission

Split residential
smart meters

Technician monitors,
maintains
meters

Generation

CONCO: EPC for
HV/MV Transmission,
Distribution and
Generation infra. Also
builds PV plants

CIGenCo: IPP
investments,
management

CPM: Third party
O&M of power
assets

PV plant
Wind farm
Split commercial
smart meters
Overhead lines

Commercial

Substation

Substation
Utility central
operations

Homes

Commercial

Pre-paid
Tokens

Pre-payment solutions
for utility customers

Energy Solutions:
Protection schemes,
MV/LV solutions,
small PV schemes 15
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Isn’t CONCO a construction company? No. Value is in
engineering, integration, logistics and management
Key CONCO capabilities
Power procurement

Construction & Installation management

Big firms
Procure equipment. Detailed
engineering, design along and
supplier management are critical

Small firms

Construction outsourced to construction companies.
Integration is complex. Progress payments mitigate risks.
Project management, supervision a key capability

Logistics management

Management of African logistics is
difficult. Experience, planning and
project management required

CONCO leads and
coordinates with all
suppliers to deliver a
final product!!
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What is the working capital cycle? CONCO pays
suppliers, receives payments during projects
Example of CONCO service delivery, client invoicing and supplier
payments

Down
payment

Delivery to
site

Detailed planning from the
beginning allows for superior
execution

Engineering
& Design

Procurement & Logistics

Down
payment

To
Suppliers
(COGS)

Progress
payments

OEMs: Down payments to equipment suppliers
to begin production. Progress payments made
as equipment is produced
WIP builds up as cumulative expenses are greater
than payments from client. Once invoiced clients
have 30 – 90 days to pay

From client
(revenue)
Installation

Construction
management

Progress
payments

Handover

Integration &
Commissioning

Handover

Construction contractors:
Work outsourced to civil
construction companies.
CONCO project manages

Commissioning
crews: Usually inhouse may use local
electrical crews in
certain instances
• Most working cap
unwinds on completion
• CONCO also invests in
new projects, growth
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Main reason amounts due from clients
continues to grow? Efficient revenue growth
Overview of CONCO debtors and efficiency
2015 – 2017 Sales versus cash collections
RMM
+29%
+24%

Sales
Cash collections

2.7

15.7

2.3

2.1
1.7

FY16 efficiency metrics: CIG vs CONCO
%
14.1
11.2

+42%

1.2

2015
2016
2017
2016 Int. – 2017 Int. Net days sales in contract receivables
Days
A/R
Advance payments
169
161
164
329

356

330

-16
-149

-11
-176

-7
-162

ROIC

FY16

FY17 - Int.

CFROI

• Growth in cash collections outpacing
A/P

•
•
•
•
•

FY16 - Int.

CONCO

17.4

+35%

1.7

CIG

previous years’ growth in sales (i.e., 35% vs
29%)
Net days sales in receivable days down to
161 from 169
Historically, no debt write-offs
CIG cost of capital is 13.3%
CIG and CONCO exceeding CIG cost of
capital based on FY16 results
Aim to grow the gap between cost of capital
and returns on a sustainable basis
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How has Angola impacted results?
Downturn has finally hit profits
Overview of Angolan market and AES results
2013 – 2017 Oil price, Angola
production
US$/barrel, mbpd
2,0
1,7 1,8 1,8 1,7
1,6

1,5
1,0

150

103

101

100
61

2013 – 2017 Rig and FPSO count
Number
44
39
38
12
-61%
10
29
12

54
37

0,5
0,0

50

US$/barrell

29

32

2013

2014

26

12

17

17

12
5

2016

2017
YTD

0

2013 14

15

16 2017

2015

Avg. mbpd

FPSO

Rig

2015 – 2017 AES contribution to
interim profit*
RMM
62
50
-47%

33

26

2014

2015

2016

2017

• AES transaction final in 2014. Ownership and management began in 2013
• Oil price has taken a significant hit since 2014
• Declining oil price led to increased volumes. Revenue linked to volumes, so AES prospered
•
•
•
•

until now
Exploration has continued decline, results impacting volumes and AES earnings
As growth declines, cash returns to shareholders has increased
AES successfully cutting costs
Expect a difficult 12 – 18 months ahead

*AES results not accrued for full interim period as transaction occurred after the year started
Source: Energy Information Administration
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How is Conlog doing? Exceeding
expectations, future is bright

Conlog integration going well as we evaluate additional options for growth
Panels

Results were better than
expected, reducing
multiple paid for business

Distributed
generation

P&A scheme

RTU

DisCo financed
services
Conlog provides
meters, services

Working with management to
gain strategic alignment around
the business going forward

Meeting with customers to further develop
solutions instead of only selling products

Meters
GenSet

DisCo

CIG supports
with vendor
funding
Community

DisCos secure
liquidity to pay
back CIG
Storage

Extension of
manufacturing footprint to
better support clients
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Management’s view on the Group
going forward
• South African economy, politics supports management focus on PanAfrican expansion as a source of growth. Risk-adjusted returns have been
far greater outside of SA

• With global uncertainty, strengthening public sector structures and debt
issues impact the rest of Africa, CIG has found intense regional/customer
focus, detailed planning and world-class execution as excellent risk
mitigants

• Excellent track record of investing ahead of the curve, management sees
excellent opportunities for growth despite market volatility

• Cash flow generated from ops, debt and equity will continue to be invested
in opportunities with returns exceeding our cost of capital adding value
for our shareholders in the form of quality, sustainable HEPS growth

• The leadership of group subsidiaries will lead transformations centered on
increased efficiency and human capital development to complement the
significant growth they have experienced

• Will continue to selectively look at acquisitions which compliment group
strategy as the current upheaval could present opportunities for
reasonable valuations
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CIG has been successful with innovative
investments ahead of growth opportunities
Overview of previous CIG investments in new opportunities
Diversify our business
away from SA
concentration
Invested in starting
an International
business in
Mauritius
$150MM
business in 4
years

Look for ways to
position the
group for SA RE
Invested in developing
RE business from
2009 - 20012

R1B business
by 2015

$22MM
acquisition in 2014

Look for strong annuity
based business in
different sector, region

Prove CIG could
monetize IPP
investments

15 - 20%
USD CFROI
annually

~$20k in
development costs

Sold for
$300k (15x
costs) in 18
months
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New synergies will allow for growth
without CONCO playing the lead role
Overview of synergy examples in the Power Division

Opportunity
Distributed
Generation

Examples
Off-grid generation
involving PV,
batteries, meters

Services to
Distribution
Companies

Financing of meters,
power, services to
enhance liquidity

Services to
Mines,
Commercial

Power infra
services, back-up
generation

Bolt-on
services to
core offering

CONCO offering
extended
warranties and
maintenance

More broadly serving
our client’s needs
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Subsidiaries are in different stages
of transformation
CIG focus

Initial state: Strategically
reposition company

• Founder owned
• SA focused
• No 2nd level executive
team

• Founder owned
• SA focused
• Limited offerings, risk
appetite

• Product sales-focused
• Constrained
management team

Inject operations and
commercial discipline

•
•
•
•

Maturing exec team
Growth focused
Pan-African presence
New solutions

• New exec team
• New skills
• Seeking Pan-African

Current focus

End state: Fully
independent subs

•
•
•
•

Sophisticated execs
Improved efficiency
Regional businesses
Influencing trends

• Mature exec team
• Holistic rail solutions
• Pan-African presence

growth

• Developing exec team
• Transitioning to
solution sales

• Seasoned exec team
• Sophisticated
•
•

solutions
Global presence
Industry leader
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Near term priorities: integrate recent
investments, innovative funding models
▪ Current commercial focus (CY17):
‒ Growth of recent investments (CPM, CIGenCo, Conlog)
‒ Replicating Ethiopia approach for CONCO
‒ Tractionel transformation
‒ Mitigating impact of downturn in SA and Angola. Take 12
– 18 month view while maintaining efficiency
‒ Human capital development
‒ Institutionalizing a focus on capital efficiency in
subsidiaries

▪ HoldCo management continues to develop innovative means
to allocate capital/reinvest group proceeds, returns exceed
CIG’s cost of capital

▪ Selective with regards to acquisition opportunities but will
act if we identify a target which fits our strategy
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When can we expect a growth slowdown?
When Africa infra meets demand
Africa has the World’s fastest urbanization rate

There is a perpetual need for power infrastructure

Increase in people living in urban areas 2015 – 2045
Millions
720

Spend needed to meet current demand
US$ Billions
Power consumption by year
345
835
TWh
490
2040
2010
423

270
90

30

Lat. Am. N. Am.

330

150

Generation T&D
Eur

China

India

Africa

1,570

Total

RE potential across SSA is 7GW

Spending represents immense opportunity

Manufacturing output growing significantly

Projected Africa business and consumer pend
US$ Billions

SSA Manufacturing output
US$ Billions

Growth 2015 - 25
2015

2,065

3,530
970

930

5,595

1,615

2,560

+86%

500

3,980

645
1,420
Consumer

•
•
•
•
•

Business

Total

2015

2025 potential

All of the trends point to significant long-term growth
Urbanization, spending, commercialization driving infrastructure demand
CIG operates in a growing region, sector. The supply-demand mismatch leads to new opportunities
Long-term focused firms shown to grow revenue and earnings 47% and 36%, respectively, more than
other firms. Also less volatile
Looking to avoid corporate “short termism” in order to deliver value to shareholders

Source: McKinsey “Lions on the Move II”, “Measuring the Economic Impact of Short-Termism”
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Growth in order book (+21%),
pipeline (2x+) support our optimism
Rail

Int’l

RE

SA

2015 – 2017 CIG orderbook
R Billion

2015 – 2017 CIG pipeline
R Billion
+126%

+21%
+42%

6.6
0.5
5.4
0.4

3.8
0.1
1.0

2.2

1.0

1.6

1.7

1.3

2015

2016

2017 Interim CIGenCo pipeline
MW

2.3

38
2
17

+44%

1.5

12
1

Total = 1,549MW

17
1
9

East
South
Africa

120
501
426 West

13

7
3
2.2

2017

• RE represents a large opportunity
at R2.3B if SA proceeds to plan
• Int’l has benefitted from Ethiopia
• In SA we have found alternative
opportunities for growth

2
2

4

2015

2016

6

2017

• Numerous opportunities in the
pipeline (Int’l including RE)
• Uncertainty in SA power outside
of Eskom line work
• Rail opportunities growing

502

Southern
(ex-SA)

• Represents a total of 33 projects
in the pipeline
• Most projects in the pipeline are
solar PV
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Going forward: In uncertain environment, group
finding opportunities through focus, grit
Despite issues in SA and Angola, group sees plenty of room for growth…

• CIGenCo: COD of first project this year. Continuously strengthening pipeline
• Conlog: Shift of strategic focus showing returns. Expect results this calendar
year

• CONCO: Strengthening PV capabilities. International expanding. SA could
surprise with Round 4 RE. $700MM+ in Int’l RE tender. Promising order book
growth

• Human capital: Launch of new initiatives after group assessment

• Clean energy: RE presenting immense opportunities for group
• Increased capital efficiency: Institutionalizing Holt model in subsidiaries with targeted initiatives
• Bundled offering in power sector: Bringing the best of the group to solve client needs across the sector
• Continue to benefit from Moody’s A3.za rating: Track record of diversification, growth and operational
discipline rewarded by ratings agency

• Management believes we can double business within 3 years!! We are a growth company, investing in
growth
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Contact us
Thank you for your interest!!
Website: http://www.ciglimited.com
Information: info@ciglimited.com
Investors:

investors@ciglimited.com

Main telephone: +27 10 280 4040
Fax: +27 86 748 9169
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